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Abstrat
It is shown that traes of mapping lasses of nite order may be expressed by Verlinde-like formulae.
The 3D topologial argument is explained, and the resulting trae identities for modular matrix elements are
presented.
One of the basi results of 2D Conformal Field Theory is the elebrated formula of Verlinde [1℄
Npqr =
∑
s
SpsSqsSrs
S0s
(1)
(as usual, we label by 0 the vauum of the theory), expressing the fusion rule oeient Npqr in terms of the
matrix elements of the modular transformation S : τ → −1
τ
. Denoting by Vg (p1, . . . , pn) the spae of genus g
holomorphi n-point bloks with the insertions p1, . . . , pn, and remembering that Npqr := dimV0 (p, q, r), Eq.(1)
implies the more general result
dimVg (p1, . . . , pn) =
∑
q
S2−2g0q
n∏
i=1
Sqpi
S0q
(2)
Eqs.(1) and (2) are not only of importane for physis, but they have raised muh attention in the mathematial
literature as well.
The virtue of Verlinde's formula is that it expresses the dimension of the spae Vg (p1, . . . , pn) of holomorphi
bloks, or what is the same, the trae of the identity operator ating on Vg (p1, . . . , pn), in terms of seemingly
unrelated quantities, matrix elements of modular transformations ating on the spae of genus 1 haraters. But
besides the identity, there are other operators of interest that at naturally on Vg (p1, . . . , pn): the operators
representing the transformations of the mapping lass group Mg,n of genus g surfaes with n puntures. It seems
therefore reasonable to ask whether there exists Verlinde-like expressions for the traes of mapping lasses other
than the identity. This question has been addressed previously in [2℄, and it was found that there exists suh
expressions for some mapping lasses. The following problems have been left open by that work:
1. Charaterise those mapping lasses for whih there exist a Verlinde-like formula expressing the trae in
terms of the matrix elements of modular transformations.
2. Give a simple reipe to write down the trae formula in ase there is one.
The purpose of the present note is to solve the above problems in the ase of losed surfaes, i.e. for n = 0.
Before giving the answers and skething the argument leading to them, let's point out an important onse-
quene already notied in [2℄. Namely, one gets trae formulae already at genus 1, i.e. for modular transformations
ating on the spae of genus 1 haraters, resulting in non-trivial algebrai identities for modular matrix elements,
e.g. one has
Tr (S) =
∑
p
(
S−1T 4S
)
p0
(
S−1T 4S
)
p0
(
S−1T−2S
)
p0
Sp0
(3)
1
whih should be ompared with the obvious answer
Tr (S) =
∑
p
Spp
The equality of the two expressions for Tr (S) may be shown to be independent of the usual onsisteny require-
ments on modular matrix elements, i.e. Verlinde's theorem and the modular relation, and lends itself to a simple
numerial hek. The relevant trae identities arising this way will be summarised later in Table 1.
Let's now turn to the atual topi of this note, i.e. giving a simple haraterisation of those mapping lasses
whose trae may be expressed by a Verlinde-like formula. As we shall argument later, there is suh a trae formula
in ase the mapping lass has a xed point in its ation on Teihmuller-spae. By a theorem of Nielsen [10℄, this
is equivalent to the assertion that the mapping lass has nite order. In partiular for g = 1 this means that we
get trae formulae for the powers of S and ST , leading to non-trivial trae identities..
To give a simple answer to the seond problem, we have rst to introdue the relevant mathematial onept,
namely that of twisted dimensions [3℄, whih are the basi building bloks of the fusion rules of permutation
orbifolds.
First, for a rational number r = k
n
in redued form, i.e. with positive denominator n > 0 and with gcd(k, n) =
1, we dene the matrix Λ(r), with matrix elements
Λpq(r) = T
−r
pp MpqT
−r∗
qq (4)
where Mpq denotes the matrix elements of the modular transformation M =
(
k y
n x
)
, with x, y any integer
solution of the equation kx − ny = 1 - suh solutions always exist beause gcd(k, n) = 1 -, and r∗ = x
n
. It may
be shown that the matrix Λ(r) is well-dened ( after hoosing a denite branh of the logarithm ), and that it is
periodi in r, i.e. Λ(r + 1) = Λ(r). Notie that Λ(0) = S, and more generally
Λ
(
1
n
)
= T−
1
nS−1T−nST−
1
n
We an now dene the twisted dimensions as
Dg
(
p1 . . . pn
r1 . . . rn
)
=
∑
q
S2−2g0q
n∏
i=1
Λqpi(ri)
S0q
(5)
for a non-negative integer g - the genus -, a sequene of primaries p1, . . . , pn and a sequene of rationals r1, . . . , rn
(the harateristis). In ase all the harateristis are zero, we have
Dg
(
p1 . . . pn
0 . . . 0
)
= dimVg (p1, . . . , pn) (6)
by Verlinde's formula
After these preliminaries, let's present the solution of the seond problem. Aording to what has been said
above, there is a Verlinde-like formula for the trae in ase the mapping lass γ ∈ Mg,0 has a xed point in
its ation on the Teihmuller-spae Xg. Suh a xed point τ orresponds to a losed genus g surfae S with a
non-trivial automorphism group, and the mapping lass γ lifts to an automorphism γˆ ∈ Aut (S) of nite order
N - atually, one may identify Aut (S) with the stabilizer of τ in Mg,0 [4℄. Dividing out S by the ation of γˆ we
get a new surfae S/γˆ of genus g∗. Of all the orbits of γˆ on S, only a nite number have non-trivial stabilizer
subgroups, whose orders we denote by n1, . . . , nr - these orbits orrespond to the ramiation points of the
holomorphi overing map pi : S → S/γˆ. In partiular, eah ni divides N . All these quantities are related by the
Riemann-Hurwitz formula
2g − 2 = N
(
2g∗ − 2 +
r∑
i=1
(
1−
1
ni
))
(7)
The ation of γˆ near the i-th branh point is given by
γˆ : z 7→ exp
(
2pii
ki
ni
)
z
2
for some integer 0 ≤ ki < ni oprime to ni, where z is a loal oordinate. Thus the ratio
ki
ni
gives the monodromy
of the overing map pi : S → S/γˆ around the orresponding branh point.
We are now in position to give a losed expression for the traes. The laim is that the trae of γ on Vg is
given by
Tr(γ) = Dg∗
(
0 . . . 0
k1
n1
. . . kr
nr
)
(8)
Let's illustrate the above results for ordinary modular transformations at genus 1. In this ase Teihmuller-
spae is nothing but the omplex upper half-plane X1 = {τ ∈ C | Im(τ) > 0}, and the mapping lass group is
M1,0 = SL(2,Z), ating on X1 via
1
(
a b
c d
)
: τ 7→
aτ + b
cτ + d
Note that S2 =
(
−1 0
0 −1
)
ats trivially on X1, i.e. eah τ ∈ X1 is a xed point of it. The lift of S
2
is
z 7→ −z, whih is learly an involutive automorphism with xed points
{
1, 1
2
, τ
2
, 1+τ
2
}
. Aording to Eq.(8) we
should have
Tr
(
S2
)
= D0
(
0 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
(9)
The expression on the rhs. of Eq.(9) may be rewritten as
∑
p ν
2
p , where νp denotes the Frobenius-Shur
indiator of the primary p - whih is +1 for real, −1 for pseudo-real, and 0 for omplex primaries [6℄-, and the
equality of this last expression with the trae of S2 follows at one from
(
S2
)
pp
= ν2p . While we get nothing new,
we have an instane where the trae formula may be derived by other means.
The other mapping lasses of nite order are
1. S =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, whose xed point is τ = i;
2. ST =
(
0 −1
1 1
)
, whose xed point is τ = exp
(
2pii
3
)
;
3. (ST )
2
=
(
−1 −1
1 0
)
, with xed point τ = exp
(
2pii
3
)
;
and the inverses of the above, whih won't give anything new sine Tr
(
X−1
)
= Tr(X) by the unitarity of the
modular representation.
We have to lift the above mapping lasses to automorphisms of their xed points. Simple onsiderations show
that the lifts are
1. z 7→ iz, of order N = 4.
2. z 7→ exp
(
pii
3
)
z, of order N = 6.
3. z 7→ exp
(
2pii
3
)
z, of order N = 3.
It is straightforward to enumerate the xed points of the above transformations (ating on the orresponding
tori), and to dedue from this the data (g∗; k1/n1, . . . , kr/nr). The results are summarised in Table 1, where we
have expressed the traes in terms of twisted dimensions. Should we express the relevant twisted dimension in
terms of modular matrix elements, we would get Eq.(3) for the trae of S (and similar results in the other ases).
Equating the resulting expressions with the obvious one for the orresponding modular transformation, we get
the list of all nontrivial trae identities that should hold in any onsistent RCFT.
1
Why it is SL(2,Z) rather than PSL(2,Z) is explained in [4℄
3
mapping lass S ST (ST )2
xed point τ = i τ = exp
(
2pii
3
)
τ = exp
(
2pii
3
)
lift z 7→ iz z 7→ exp
(
pii
3
)
z z 7→ exp
(
2pii
3
)
z
N 4 6 3
signature
(
0; 1
4
, 1
4
, 1
2
) (
0; 1
6
, 1
3
, 1
2
) (
0; 1
3
, 1
3
, 1
3
)
trae D0
(
0 0 0
1
4
1
4
1
2
)
D0
(
0 0 0
1
6
1
3
1
2
)
D0
(
0 0 0
1
3
1
3
1
3
)
Table 1: Trae formulae for g = 1.
Let's now turn to the origin of the trae formulae. For this we need to reall that to any RCFT there or-
responds a 3D Topologial Field Theory [5℄, and that this later assigns a omplex number Z(M) - the partition
funtion - to eah 3 dimensional losed manifold, suh that Z(M1) = Z(M2) whenever M1 and M2 are homeo-
morphi. The partition funtion of a given 3-manifold an be determined in priniple from the knowledge of the
modular matrix elements of the RCFT via surgery, although this is by no means a simple task in general. The
point is that for some lasses of 3-manifolds one an give losed expressions for the partition funtion.
One suh lass is that of the so-alled bred manifolds [7℄. These are obtained by the following proedure:
take a losed surfae S of genus g, and form the produt S× [0, 1]. The resulting 3-manifold is not losed, as it has
two boundary omponents, eah homeomorphi to S, so we have to glue together these boundary omponents.
When doing so, one has the freedom to identify the boundary omponents via a self-homeomorphism γ : S → S.
As it turns out, the topologial equivalene lass of the resulting losed 3-manifold does not depend on the atual
hoie of γ, but only on its mapping lass [γ]. This implies that for eah γ ∈Mg,0 we get a losed 3-manifold Fγ ,
well-dened up to topologial equivalene. It might not ome as a big surprise that the partition funtion of Fγ
is just the trae of the operator representing γ on the spae of genus g haraters, i.e.
Z(Fγ) = Tr(γ) (10)
There is another lass of 3-manifolds for whih we know the partition funtion, the Seifert-manifolds. They
may be onstruted aording to the following reipe: onsider a losed (oriented) surfae S of genus g, and ut
out n non-overlapping disks to obtain a surfae S ′. The produt S ′ × S1 is not losed, its boundary onsisting of
n disjoint 2-tori. To get a losed 3-manifold, one has to paste in solid tori to these boundary omponents, and in
doing so, one has to glue the i-th boundary omponent to the boundary of the orresponding solid torus by means
of a modular transformation Mi. As it turns out, the resulting Seifert-manifold S(g; r1, . . . , rn) is haraterised,
besides the genus g, by the sequene ri = Mi(i∞) of rationals modulo integers, i.e. the images of the usp at
innity. The partition funtion of a Seifert-manifold ([8℄,[9℄) in terms of twisted dimensions reads
Z [S(g; r1, . . . , rn)] = Dg
(
0 . . . 0
r1 . . . rn
)
(11)
We are nearly done, all that remains is to notie that the lass of Seifert-manifolds and that of bred manifolds
overlap. Atually, a bred manifold Fγ is a Seifert-manifold exatly when the mapping lass γ has a xed point
in its ation on Teihmuller-spae, i.e. when it has nite order [10℄. So for suh γ ∈ Mg,0, Fγ is homeomorphi
4
to S(g∗; r1, . . . , rn) for some signature (g
∗; r1, . . . , rn), onsequently their partition funtions oinide, i.e.
Tr(γ) = Dg∗
(
0 . . . 0
r1 . . . rn
)
It remains to determine the signature (g∗; r1, . . . , rn) orresponding to a given mapping lass γ of nite order.
The detailed analysis [10℄ leads to the result presented earlier: for γ ∈ Mg,0 of nite order, Fγ is homeomorphi
to a Seifert-manifold whose signature is determined by the monodromy of the overing map pi : S → S/γˆ.
One may look at the above results from a dierent perspetive. Let g > 1, and let's take some point τ ∈ Xg
in Teihmuller-spae, and suppose that the orresponding Riemann-surfae S has a non-trivial automorphism
group A (whih is known to be nite). To eah element of A orresponds a mapping lass from Mg,0, and this
orrespondene is a homomorphism, onsequently A is represented on the spae of genus g haraters. But it
follows from the results above that this representation is ompletely determined by the modular representation on
the spae of genus 1 haraters, beause we know the traes of all the representation operators. In other words,
the spae of genus g haraters aords representations of the automorphism groups of all genus g losed surfaes,
and these representations are ompletely determined by genus 1 data. This puts severe arithmeti restritions
on the allowed values of twisted dimensions, and hene on modular matrix elements, whih might prove useful in
lassiation attempts.
As an example, let's onsider the Klein quarti, i.e. the surfae of genus 3 with the maximum number (=168)
of automorphisms allowed by Hurwitz's theorem. The automorphism group A is isomorphi to SL(3, 2), and it
ontains the following nontrivial elements
order number #xed points trae
2 21 4 D1
(
0 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
3 56 2 D1
(
0 0
1
3
2
3
)
4 42 0 D1
(
0 0
1
2
1
2
)
7 48 3 D0
(
0 0 0
1
7
2
7
4
7
)
The knowledge of the representations of A allows us to dedue e.g. the onditions
D3 −D0
(
0 0 0
1
7
2
7
4
7
)
∈ 7Z+
D3 −D1
(
0 0
1
3
2
3
)
∈ 3Z+
D3 −D1
(
0 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
∈ 4Z+
with D3 denoting the number of genus 3 haraters. These nontrivial ongruenes should hold in any onsistent
RCFT. For example, in the ase of the Ising model we nd that the representation of A on the spae of genus 3
haraters ontains 4 opies of the trivial representation, 4 opies of the 6 dimensional irrep, and one opy of the
8 dimensional irrep.
In summary, we have found that traes of mapping lasses of nite order are determined by the modular
representation through Verlinde-like formulae, whih in the g = 1 ase lead to interesting trae identities for
5
modular matrix elements. The origin of these trae formulae is the overlap between the lasses of Seifert- and
of bred 3-manifolds. The representation of the automorphism groups of surfaes on the spae of haraters is
also determined by the genus 1 data, and this leads to interesting arithmeti restritions on the allowed modular
representations in onsistent RCFTs.
Thanks for the hospitality of ESI, where this work was ompleted. Resear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